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 On the “Popular Science” shelf

 Big (Natural) History

 Adapted from a set of physical chemistry lectures

 General hypothesis:
 Changes in chemistry can constrain or even cause 

changes in biology at all scales (including the planetary)
 Chapter 10 is about how chemistry shaped the brain

What kind of book is
A World From Dust?



 Two hypotheses of alien evolution: 
Star Trek = convergent evolution // Michael Crichton’s Sphere = divergent evolution

Would brain chemistry be the same on a 
different planet?

http://i1.wp.com/extraterrestrialcontact.com/wp‐content/uploads/2013/05/star_trek‐group‐aliens‐species.jpg



Q: What chemistry do brains use on this planet, and why?
Start with the observation that only a subset of the periodic 

table is used by life



Each element has a job related to its 
availability in the ocean



Some available elements were used by cells, 
while others were pumped out and rejected

Chemical reasons why:

Mg+2 is kept in to balance 
the PO4

- in DNA, but Ca+2 is 
too sticky and is rejected

K+ (less common) is kept in 
and Na+ (more common) is 

rejected for osmotic balance



Calcium has two + charges, which makes it strong 
enough to crosslink – charges on sugars

This allows it to form structures that single + charges like 
sodium and potassium cannot



Alginate + calcium + liquid (like tea) = 
spherification chemistry (~ cell wall)

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/13/Esferificaci
%C3%B3n de T%C3%A9.jpg



Calcium + dynamic protein = calcium-bound 
solid protein = biological signal



Calcium + muscle proteins = differently 
shaped proteins = physical movement



Calcium has optimal 
kinetics for transient 

signals and shape changes

Sodium and potassium are 
faster-on and faster-off



At the end of a neuron, calcium is 
used to move neurotransmitters out

Along the length of a neuron, fast waves of 
sodium in and potassium out send a signal.

This works because of the previous imbalances!



A calcium sensor in your brain detects calcium 
waves and makes neurons fire more easily

= calcium changes your brain and helps you 
remember



Chemistry is important. For example, chemical 
ions can cause sleep and wakefulness



Chemical ions outside the neurons increase or decrease 
when a mouse wakes up



Injecting one solution of chemical ions will wake up 
a mouse; a different solution will put him to sleep

“Changes in extracellular ions may thus be a cause, rather than a 
consequence, of sleep/wake‐dependent changes in neuronal activity.”



Magnesium and zinc have 
similar kinetics to calcium, 

and they are used for other
signals



When a sperm cell fertilizes an egg cell, a 
wave of zinc is released



(Unfortunately, this was 
widely reported as a flash 

of light, but it is really zinc)



 Calcium moves neurotransmitters
 Sodium and potassium send positive waves
 Calcium, potassium, and magnesium send 

wake/sleep signals
 Zinc sends secondary/developmental signals

 Because these result from the periodic table, these 
jobs are likely to be universal and common to all 
water-based life.

Much of the inorganic chemistry of the brain is 
predictable from the kinetics of different 

elements



 Star Trek wins the nod in this area over Michael Crichton

 Many chemical paths could never be taken by life because 
of the story of which chemicals were available when

 Biological randomness is real, but is constrained by 
chemical order.

 A world that makes sense is a world in which we can 
retrace our steps and be responsible for our future.

Much of the inorganic chemistry of the brain is 
predictable from the kinetics of different 

elements





Now available from Oxford University Press:

A World From Dust
How the Periodic Table Shaped Life

By Ben McFarland

With illustrations by Gala Bent and Mary Anderson
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